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1. Introduction. All manifolds, maps, tensor-fields, curves, etc.

will be of differentiability class C°° unless mentioned otherwise. If x

is a point of a manifold A, Xx denotes the tangent space at x. If

có: A—>B is a C°° map of manifolds, c/>*: AI-^P0(x) is the linear map on

tangent vectors induced by p. We suppose

(a) p is of maximal rank on X, i.e. p*iXx) =P^d) for all xGA.

(1.1)    (b) X and B are Riemannian manifolds, and the isomorphism

P* : Xx/p* (0) ~ Bj,(x)

preserves the inner-products defined by the metrics on these spaces,

for all x in X.

The main theorem is:

Theorem I. If X is complete as a Riemannian space, so is B. p is

then a locally trivial fibre space. If in addition the fibres of p are totally

geodesic submanifolds of X, p is a fibre bundle with structure group the

Lie group of isometries of the fibre.

2. Generalities [2; l]. If xGA, vi, v2(E.Xx, let (vu v2) denote the

inner product that defines the Riemannian metric. If a: [0, l]—»A is

a curve, let a':t-^a'(t) denote the tangent vector field to a. If

v: H»(i)GI,(i) is a vector-field along a, let Av denote the covariant

derivative of v along a [l].

Let us recall how it is defined by Elie Cartan's method of ortho-

normal moving frames: Suppose U is an open set of A and

w, (léi,j, k • ■ • 5¡w = dim X, summation convention) 1-differential

forms in U with

ds2 = Wi-Wi (Symmetric Product).

There are unique 1-forms wa in U, called the connection forms,

such that

dwi = Wa A Wj   (Exterior Product),

Wij =   — Wji.
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Then, for the portion of a in U, Av(t)EX„it) is defined by the con-

dition:

d
(2.1) Wi(Av(t)) = — Wi(v(t)) - Wij(o-'(t))wj(v(t)).

dt

Suppose now that <r, is a one-parameter family of curves, a de-

formation of a, i.e. <r0 = cr, and v is the corresponding infinitesimal

deformation field, i.e. v(t) is the tangent vector to the curve s—>Ga(t) at

5 = 0. Put/(s) = length of the curve a3, and suppose each curve cr, is

parametrized proportionally to arc-length. The formula for the

"first variation" of arc length is then:

/'(0) =   f \o-'(i), Av(t))/f(0)dl
J o

(2.2) ii-i        ,. i

= W(t), v(t))/f(0) -  f (Ao-'(t),v(t))/f(0)dt.
f=0 J 0

The condition that cr be a geodesic is then

(2.3) A<r'(t) = 0.

3. Proof of Theorem 1. Let us return now to the map <p: X^>B

of §1. For xEX, a vEXx is said to be vertical if <j>*(v) =0. The vectors

in the orthogonal complement to the vertical vectors are called

horizontal. Pv and Ph denote the projections of Xx on these sub-

spaces. The field x—>PV(XX) of tangent subspaces defines, with the

metric, a "bundle-like" foliation on X [7]. A curve in X is said to be

horizontal if its tangent vector field is horizontal. If a: [0, l]—>P is

a curve, Xo£</>-1(°"(0))> there is at most one horizontal lifting <ri: [O, 1 ]

—>X of a beginning at x0, and horizontal liftings always exist locally

[4]. If they always exist globally as well, the field of horizontal sub-

spaces is a connection for the map c6 in the sense of Ehresmann [4],

and the map <6 is a locally trivial fibre space.

Proposition 3.1. If a: [O, l]—>X is a curve, v a vector field along

a, 4>a: t-^*ba(f) and <p*v: t—*p*v(t) the projections in B, then

(3.1) A4>*(v) = <t>*(A(PH(v))).

Hence in particular the projection of a horizontal geodesic of X is a

geodesic of B, and conversely the horizontal lifting of a geodesic of B, if

it exists, is a geodesic.

Proof. Suppose dim B=n — m. Adopt the following ranges of in-
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dices and summation conventions: l^a, b, c, ¿m; m + l^u, v, ■ ■ ■

^«. Let 9U be 1-forms in an open set U of B with

ds2 = eu-eu.

Suppose 6UV are the corresponding connection forms. Let Wi be

1-forms in an open set U' of X with p(U') = U and ds2 = wt-Wi,

wu = the one form on U' induced by p from du, to be denoted here by

P*(Bu).
Suppose Ouv —fwJSa, Wij = gijkWk, where wtj are the connection forms

corresponding to a/,- in U'. One derives by calculation:

\.a)   guvw 0   \Juvw),

(3.2) (b)   gmv  =  guva,

(c)    guab  =   guba.

(3.2a)  now implies 3.1, via 2.1.

Proposition 3.2. If X is complete as a Riemannian metric space,

so is B. In this case the horizontal liftings of paths2 of B exist globally,

i.e. p is a fibre space.

Proof. The horizontal lifting of a small geodesic segment of B is a

geodesic segment. If X is complete it can be completely extended to

a geodesic of infinite length. The projection in B of the extension is

an extension of the given segment to an infinite geodesic, hence every

geodesic segment of B can be indefinitely extended.

To prove the second part, note that the horizontal lifting of a

path of B has the same length. If tr: [O, 1 ]—*B is a path, local horizon-

tal liftings always exist; if we try to get a global lifting by the usual

process of continuation we run into no obstruction since the partial

liftings will always lie in a fixed bounded, hence compact region of A.

We assume from now on that every path in B has horizontal lift-

ings starting at arbitrary points of the initial fibre. If a is a path:

[0, l]—>P, there is a diffeomorphism h„: p-l(a(tí))-^p-x(a(l)) ob-

tained by mapping each XoG^-1(ff(0)) into the end-point of the

horizontal lifting of <r starting at x0 [4].

Proposition 3.3. If all the fibres of p are totally geodesic submani-

folds of X, then for each path a of B, /?„ is an isometry of p~x(aifS)) onto

*->(l))-

Proof. We use the first variation formula 2.2. Suppose a: [O, 1 ]—->A

2 A path is a continuous image of [O, 1 ] that is composed of a finite number of un-

broken C"° curves.
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is a curve completely on a fibre of <p, i.e. a vertical curve. Suppose we

deform a in a horizontal direction i.e. aa is a one-parameter family of

curves, with infinitesimal deformation field v:t—>v(t)EXait) a hor-

izontal curve. If/(s) = length of as, 2.2 says that/'(0)=0, since Aa'

is a vertical vector field (because the fibre is totally geodesic).

If <r: [O, l]—>P is a curve, the image curve of a curve in <¡r1(a(0))

by h is obtained by deforming along horizontal curves covering cr,

hence has the same length. Q.E.D.

We assume then that the fibres of </> are totally geodesic. Fix a

boEB, and set P = c/>~1(60). Let G be the Lie group of isometries of P.

If bEB, let Gb be the set of isometries of P onto 0_1(Z>). Let E be the

point-set union of all Gb, for bEB. Let p: E^>B be the map G&—>¿>.

G acts in an obvious way on P on the left, and E would be a principal

fibre bundle with G as structure group, except that so far it has no to-

pology or manifold structure. Suppose though one can find a locally

finite open covering of P, { U), such that in each open set U of the

covering there is a cross-section fu: U—>E. Then, for each U and U'

of the covering that intersect, there is a map guv' Ur\U'—^G such

that
Mb) = gu'u(b)fu(b)       for b E U H U'.

Suppose that the covering and the cross-sections can be chosen so

that all the maps gu'u are C°°; clearly then they define a C°° coordinate

bundle in the sense of Steenrod [8] which is isomorphic to P, and

one can use this isomorphism to define P as a O manifold.

We use Proposition 3.3 to define such cross-sections. Choose the

covering so that each U is a geodesically convex open set of B, and

pick a point bu in U and a curve cru joining bo to each ¿»¡7. Any bEU

is on a unique geodesic with bu, and one obtains a path Vb.u depending

on b and U joining b0 with b. Define fu(b) = habuEBb. It is easy to

see that the transition functions guu'^G are C"; they are defined by

solutions of C°° ordinary differential equations depending in a Cx

way on initial conditions.

Having defined E as a C°° principal fibre bundle with structure

group G, it is clear that the given fibre space c6: X—>B is isomorphic

to the associated bundle with fibre P. The proof of Theorem 1 is then

finished.

Let ß be the space of loops of B starting at b0. h: a^h, is then a

map £2^>G. Let Bq be the base of the universal classifying bundle for

G. The bundle E is induced by a map, the classifying map, B-^Ba-

The loops of Pe have the same homotopy type as G, and it is clear

that, up to homotopy, h is the same as the map Í2—>S2(Pe) induced

by the classifying map [6].
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4. Some examples. First, note that the homogeneous spaces of Lie

groups with compact isotropy groups provide a class of examples

satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 1. Of course, Theorem 1 is

well-known for these examples [8]. This suggests as generalization

the mappings p: A—>P which locally have the structure of principal

fibre bundle with a Cartan connection [5]. Recall that the bundle of

orthonormal frames of a Riemannian manifold has this sort of struc-

ture.

To describe these examples, one should be given

(1) a map p: X—>B oí manifolds which is of maximal rank every-

where, with dim A = «, dim B = n — m,

(2) a real Lie algebra of dimension «, G, a subalgebra K of dimen-

sion m, a subspace M of G with G = K®M, [K, M]C¿M, a positive

definite bilinear form on M with respect to which the operations of

Ad K are skew-symmetric. (We follow Chevalley [3 ] for the nota-

tions of Lie algebra theory.) Choose a basis gi of G such that (a) the

ga span K.and the gu span M (same range of indices as in §3), (b) the

gu are an orthonormal basis with respect to the bilinear form on M.

Let [gi, gj]=Cijkgk be the structural equations of G with respect to

this basis.

(3) « vector-fields 0¿ for X which are linearly independent at every

point of X, i.e. form a parallelism for A, such that

(a) [da, 6i]=Caijdj, i.e. only part of the structural equations are

satisfied, and

(b) for xGA, the 9a(x) form a basis for the vectors tangent to the

fibre of p through x.

One then defines a Riemannian metric for A by the requirement

that, for xGA, the 0»(x) form an orthonormal basis for Xx, i.e. if

Wi are the dual basis of differential forms of X, Wi(0¡) = ô,j, then

ds2 — Wi-Wi.

Call the vectors spanned by the 6a the vertical vectors and let Ph and

Pv he the projections defined on Xx, as before.

Proposition 4.1. With this metric for X, if the fibres of p are con-

nected B inherits a Riemannian metric such that, for each x, the iso-

morphism c/>*: Ph(Xx) »5^,) preserves inner products and the fibres of

p are totally geodesic.

Proof. Suppose [0¿, 0,]=/¿,A, where the /¿,* are real-valued C00

functions on X, fajk = cajk. Then [3, p. 154]

1
(4.1) dwi = —fjkiWj A w¡¡.
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Suppose Wij = hijkWk are the connection forms for the Riemannian

metric, i.e. dWi = Wi¡/\w¡, Wi¡= — w¡{.

One calculates:

1
(4.2) hjk = — (fkji - fjik + fikj)

Then, if cr: [O, l]—>P is a curve, and v: t—*v(t)EX„u) is a vector

field along cr,

d
(4.3) Wi(Av(t)) = — Wi(v(l)) - hijk(o-'(t))wk(o-'(t))wj(v(t)).

dl

Now, suppose

St (s, t) -♦ S(s, t),       0 s * á 1, o á f á 1

is a surface in X such that: for fixed s, t—>S(s, t) is vertical, i.e. lies

in a fibre, and for fixed t, s-+S(s, t) is horizontal.

Suppose S*(wi) =Ai(s, t)dt+Bi(s, t)ds. The geometric interpreta-

tion of these functions is that AlSi(S(s, t)) resp. Bidi(S(s, t)) is the

tangent vector to the curve t—>S(s, t) resp. s—*S(s, t). Then

(4.4) Au = 0,       Ba = 0.

From 5.1 we derive

(4.5) — Ai-Bi = fjki(S(s, t))BjAk.
ds dt

To prove that B inherits a Riemannian metric from the given

metric on X, it suffices to show that, for every such surface 5,

d
(4.6) — P„PU = 0

dt

for then it would follow that the lengths of all horizontal liftings of a

given tangent vector to B have the same length.

Using (4.4) and (4.5), we have

d

dt

For each a, the matrix c„u is the matrix of Ad ¿a acting on M: by

our assumption it is skew-symmetric, hence

BucaVuBv = 0. This proves (4.6).

We want to now show that the fibres of <j> are totally geodesic. Let
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then <r: [0, l]—*X be a curve in the fibre, i.e. a'it) is vertical, and

v: ¡-íi(l)£It(i) a vertical vector field along <r, i.e. wu(v(t)) =0. From

(4.3) we have

Wu(Av)   =   -   hUab(o-(l))wb(a"(t))Wa(v(í)).

From 4.2

1
"uab \Cbau Caub  ~T~  Cuba).

That each of these three terms is zero follows from the relations

[K,K]CK, [K, M]CM.
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